
Sports Simulator flexibility is further increased as clients can now choose what sports, are actually installed on their 
own simulator. This benefits the entertainment industry tremendously, as the setups match current trends as they 
can be remotely enhanced when needed. For instance, golf simulators may require just the GSX Golf Simulator and 
Contest Golf together, so not initially offering any other sports, which reduces start-up costs for the software and 
the hardware costs, as the raised platform is not needed with golf mats sitting on the floor. Without any kicking or 
throwing sports, there is no need to embed the golf mats into the floor, whilst Sports Simulators can be set up 
without offering golf, so there is no need to install golf mats or a raised platform. All the kicking, passing, throwing, 
serving, driving, shooting, flying sports can be played directly from the grassed floor. Indoor Centres can offer a 
combination of Sports and Golf Simulators for sports only and golf only requirements, covering the entire 
entertainment market whilst reducing setup hardware costs, by not needing to construct many raised platforms. 
Software start-up costs can be further reduced by commencing with just one or two sports like Football, Contest 
Golf or both and then later adding all 32+ Sports to their Simulators. Complementing other leisure businesses such 
as Family Entertainment Centers, Gyms, Sports Bars, Esports, Escape Rooms, Leisure Centres, Soft Play and 
Trampoline Parks. Sports Simulators are the perfect revenue solution for any empty retail space as facilities can be 
quickly be installed, with custom made simulators fitting any available space. Review the entire range of Simulators 
at www.sportssimulator.com
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ANY SPORT SIMULATOR

CLIENTS CAN NOW CUSTOMISE THE SIMULATOR SETUP TO          
MATCH THEIR OWN MARKET, REDUCING START-UP COSTS

GOLF SIMULATOR OPTIONS:

GSX 65 GOLF COURSES

CONTEST GOLF 31 GAMES

GPS 200 GOLF COURSES

E6 CONNECT 30 COURSES

DISC GOLF 200 COURSES

GOLF MATS PLACED ON THE FLOOR

SPORTS SIMULATOR OPTIONS

30+ SPORTS PLAYABLE

ALL KICKING AND PASSING

THROWING OR SERVING

DRIVING AND SHOOTING

700+ CHALLENGES

2,468 SPORTING VENUES

PLAYED DIRECTLY FROM THE GRASSED FLOOR

ADD GOLF MATS  

INTO A RAISED 

FLOOR, SO ALL 

GOLF AND SPORTS 

ARE PLAYABLE

http://www.sportssimulator.com
http://WWW.SPORTSSIMULATOR.COM
https://www.sportssimulator.com/
https://www.facebook.com/SportsSimulator/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sportscoachsimulator/
https://www.instagram.com/sports_simulator/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SportsSimulatorLtd/playlists

